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1. Introduction and Background

Violent conflict in Indonesia is in need of serious theoretical and policy attention. A new belief that conflict has de-escalated in Indonesia has crept into popular and policy circles. However, it is not clear whether the movement towards de-escalation is cyclical or permanent. Nor is it clear that newer forms of conflict will not erupt in Indonesia. Comparative theory and evidence indicate that violence often reappears in areas that previously had acute conflict. Theory also suggests that unless suitable institutions or policies are imaginatively devised and put in place, a multiethnic or multireligious society is vulnerable to the possibility of long-run violent conflict. A careful examination of Indonesia’s recent history of conflict, and forms and patterns present today, is vital for ascertaining current risks. As the Indonesian government and society seek to consolidate the democratic gains of the past decade, understanding violent conflict is of upmost importance.

By now, the literature on conflict in Indonesia is quite substantial and many elements of the story are reasonably clear.\(^1\) The fall of Suharto was accompanied by the outbreak of intense group violence in several parts of the country. As a result, and in dramatic contrast to studies of Indonesia during the late New Order when the literature emphasized order, stability and economic dynamism, conflict became an important concern in scholarly and policy circles. The literature that emerged has especially advanced our understanding of some large-scale conflicts – in Aceh, Kalimantan, Sulawesi and the Malukus.

Yet there are limitations to the existing research on Indonesian conflict. Four are particularly worthy of note. First, the Indonesian materials have remained by and large unincorporated into the larger theoretical and methodological literature on conflict. The scholarship on ethnocommunal conflict has made enormous advances over the last ten years, but Indonesia plays virtually no part in this scholarly effervescence.\(^2\) Very little is known about Indonesia’s conflict dynamics beyond a small circle of Indonesia specialists. Indonesia needs theory and, equally, conflict theory needs Indonesian materials. The conflict dynamics in Indonesia, among other things, are likely to have relevance for those multiethnic and/or multireligious societies that used to have authoritarian political orders and have of late gone through a democratic transition accompanied by considerable group violence. Nigeria, post-Communist Eastern and Central Europe, and Central America easily come to mind, but the list can be expanded. A creative engagement with theory and comparative experience nearly always illuminates uncharted dimensions of a problem, inaugurating newer ways of thinking and, in some instances, suggesting new policy and project interventions.

---

\(^1\) Although, for the most part, the policy implications of the existing research are unclear.

\(^2\) For an overview, see Varshney (2007, 2008).
Second, the emphasis in the literature has been virtually entirely on the colossal episodes of collective violence, especially in the Malukus, in Central Sulawesi, and the May 1998 riots in Jakarta, as well as the war in Aceh. This focus is understandable in light of how horrific these violent episodes were. However, it results in several serious limitations. The literature has more or less ignored routine acts of violence, such as fights over land or vigilante justice, which appear to be common in some parts of Indonesia. These have not been systematically studied despite their potential policy importance. If these forms of violence cumulatively have serious human security impacts, or if they are a precursor to larger outbreaks of unrest, an important part of the picture is missing.3

Third, the methods by which the large-scale cases of violence have been studied have led to incomplete explanations. One stream has focused on the structural conditions that lead to, or allow for, violence. Books by Bertrand (2004), Sidel (2006) and van Klinken (2007a) all take multiple case studies and look for commonalities to determine causal factors. These scholars may well be right about the causes of violence, but without a comparison with peaceful cases, they cannot, in principle, be sure that the causes of violence they have identified are indeed the right ones.4 For a causal theory to be right, it is not only important to identify what is common across the many episodes of violence, but it is also critical to demonstrate that the causal factors associated with violence are absent in peaceful cases.5 Studies based on the commonality of outcome (or unvarying values of the dependent variable) can certainly allow one to build a theory, but as King, Keohane and Verba (1994) have argued, such studies cannot give us an adequately verified theory. For that, we need variation in the research design.6

---


4 One other type of research – large-n in inspiration – ought to be noted. Barron et. al. (2009) and Mancini (2005) use survey data to determine factors associated with conflict propensity. This sort of work does cover variation in the dependent variable, but as is true of large-n work in general, it is unable to identify the mechanisms through which the independent and dependent variables might be connected.

5 We say more on this later. See also Varshney (2007) and Aspinall (2008).

6 On the whole, a research design based on comparing similar episodes is useful in theory building, not in theory testing. Under one condition, however, theory testing is also possible through this method. If a theory is deterministic, not probabilistic, then even one case, let alone a few, where violence takes place in the absence of factors identified with violence, is enough to invalidate the theory. Karl Popper’s famous example is relevant here: any number of white swans that we observe will not prove that all swans are white, but one black swan can prove that not all swans are white (Popper 2002). The Popperian observation, it should be noted, does not apply to probabilistic theories, which theories of violence, along with a lot of other social science arguments, tend to be. In a probabilistic scheme of things, one black swan could simply be an outlier.
Finally, there is almost no systematic information available at all on the post-2003 years of conflict – its forms, causes, and trajectories. Varshney et al. (2008) have put together a database for the United Nations Support Facility for Indonesian Recovery (UNSFIR) which records incidents of large-scale violence for the period 1990-2003; Barron and Sharpe (2005, 2008) have created a dataset on small-scale violence in Flores and parts of East Java for 2001-2003. Yet relatively little information exists on forms of conflict since 2003. These data are critical for understanding conflict and its impacts in Indonesia. With the massive decentralization initiative, a whole host of new institutions have come into existence, altering the sites, group incentives and dynamics of conflict. It is important, and a priority of the Indonesian government, to build an empirical base that allows for consideration of conflict patterns and trends in the post-decentralization era.

1.1 The Violent Conflict in Indonesia Study

The Violent Conflict in Indonesia Study (ViCIS) is a new World Bank project aimed at plugging gaps in the literature and adding to popular knowledge on violent conflict in Indonesia. The study aims to help the Government of Indonesia and others to formulate programs and policies to promote peaceful development and effective violence prevention. It seeks to bring a marriage of Indonesian conflict materials with the comparative theories of ethnic and communal conflict; it focuses attention on the widespread routine violence in Indonesia; it explores, within a broad comparative framework, how small clashes are transformed into large episodes of violence; and it investigates the process of de-escalation, asking whether Indonesian conflict de-escalation is likely to represent a permanent decline, or if there is evidence to the contrary. Finally, it aims to put together a comprehensive database of violence, updating and deepening the UNSFIR dataset (Varshney et al. 2008) to include local conflict, violent crime and conflict since 2003, using around 100 newspapers as sources. Having started in mid-2008, the project will last for roughly three years.

---

7 One exception is the Potensi Desa (PODES) survey conducted by the Government’s Bureau of Statistics. The 2005 survey contained a question on the incidence and impacts of conflict, for all Indonesian villages. While the 2002 PODES data has been used (Barron et al. 2009), no-one has yet analyzed the 2005 data. Though the scale of the PODES (it is implemented in every village in Indonesia) is impressive, the fact that it collects data at a single point in time prevents analysis of how conflict evolves over time, and there may be reliability issues, given incentives for respondents (primarily Village Heads) to over- or under-report conflict. Nevertheless, where advisable, we will use the most recent PODES data to supplement our other data collection methods.

8 Aceh is the one exception. Here, the World Bank has been monitoring conflict incidents reported in local media since the tsunami (e.g. World Bank 2008). Some case evidence (e.g. van Klinken 2007b) and reports by the International Crisis Group also provide information. But these have not compared current conflict incidence and patterns with those in earlier periods, making it difficult to know how serious violence is today compared with that of the immediate post-Suharto period.

9 See Annex A for definitions employed in the study.
ViCIS builds upon and extends previous research conducted by the World Bank, other development agencies, and scholars on conflict in Indonesia. Since 2002, the Conflict and Development program of the World Bank has produced a number of studies on local conflict in Indonesia and its interaction with development projects and processes.\textsuperscript{10} This research led to the formulation of a program of support to the Aceh peace process, and has also influenced the design and refinement of two large government programs funded in part through World Bank loans and credits: the KDP/PNPM community development program, which operates in every village in Indonesia, and the SPADA program which supports local governance and development in Indonesia’s poorest and most disadvantaged areas. UNSFIR, with support from the United Nations Development Programme, created the conflict dataset discussed above. The new project will draw upon evidence, theory and methodological techniques developed in the prior work, as well as insights from the existing literature on conflict in Indonesia, and will complement this with fresh data collection and comparative analysis.

1.2 Research Topics

The project will have four main components:\textsuperscript{11}

**Patterns, incidents and impacts of violent conflict**
ViCIS will provide quantitative evidence on the forms of violence prevalent in Indonesia, their impacts, and how these have varied over time. This will also allow us to identify the geographic distribution of violent conflict, its forms and impact in different areas, and will help answer questions about the extent to which it is concentrated in a limited number of areas or is distributed more widely.

**Routine violence**
A major focus of the project will be on ‘routine’ forms of violent conflict, such as lynchings, land conflicts, and local political violence. ViCIS will help us map which forms are the most prominent in Indonesia, what their collective impacts are, and where they are concentrated. Qualitative work will focus on establishing why levels and impacts vary between areas, and on understanding the processes by which small-scale conflicts and disputes acquire violent forms.

**Escalation of violence**
The project will provide new comparative evidence on how small-scale violent conflicts escalate into larger outbreaks of mass violence, and why some areas have been prone to this while other have not.

\textsuperscript{10} This work has resulted in a large number of local case studies, including in “non-conflict areas” (Barron and Madden 2004), work on developing conflict typologies and conflict mapping techniques (Barron and Sharpe 2005, 2008), and evaluations of the impacts of projects on local conflict (Barron, Diprose, and Woolcock 2006). These and other papers are available at www.conflictanddevelopment.org

\textsuperscript{11} Fuller discussion of the research questions, and methods to be utilized, under each of these topics is given in Sections III-VI.
De-escalation of violence

There has been little attention paid to forms and levels of violent conflict in the ‘postconflict’ areas of Indonesia. ViCIS will provide insights into how forms of violence evolve after large-scale conflicts formally end, and why some areas become peaceful relatively quickly while in others sporadic violence continues. The analysis will help identify the extent to which these areas remain vulnerable to further outbreaks of violence, and the forms of intervention that can help ensure that peaceful conditions consolidate.
2. An Overview of the Methodology

2.1 Understanding Variation

The study will combine quantitative and qualitative approaches. The fundamental premise of our methodology is that figuring out why there are variations in the outcome of interest – namely, violence – is the one of best ways to understand the causes of violence.12

Suppose X represents violence and Y represents peace. With some exceptions, most explanations of violence have so far taken the following form: if transmigration (a), income differentials between two ethnic or religious communities (b), and demographic imbalances in the local military or police units (c) are present in X, they have been treated as the causes of violence. Methodological discussions of the last fifteen years, inspired by King, Keohane and Verba (1994), have by now clearly established that this sort of causal reasoning is fallacious. Factors (a), (b) and (c) can cause X, if one can show that they are not present in Y, which represents peaceful cases. Conversely, if (a), (b) and (c) are present in both X and Y, but another factor (d) is present only in Y, not in X, then (d) will be the cause of why X is different from Y.13 We cannot have confidence in our theory of violence if we study only the violent cases. Rather, it requires studying appropriately chosen cases of peace and violence.14 That is one of the key implications of the principle of variation for the study of conflict (Varshney 2007). We need to avoid ‘selection bias’ in qualitative research.

2.2 Why Are We Using Mixed Methods?

Methodological arguments in the social sciences are increasingly headed towards the view that both quantitative and qualitative approaches have distinct utilities and limitations, an exclusive use of either approach can unduly confine the scope of analysis, and ideally the two should be combined (Gerring 2007). Large-n datasets, for example, typically allow two kinds of analyses: (a) identification of broad patterns and trends, and (b) establishment of correlations between ‘independent’ and ‘dependent’ variables. On the whole, if not always, large-n datasets are unable to establish causality, whereas

---

12 Though admittedly it is not the only way.
13 Assuming all else that may be relevant is identical.
14 However, we ought to note that the causal factors we consider in our study of variation must be significant in an analytical, not mechanical, sense. Take an example. Suppose in a study of murder, (a) stands for men, (b) for hatred between them, (c) for a knife, and (d) for handcuffs. Further assume that (d) is present in Y (peace) but not in X (murder). If we mechanically follow the logic outlined above, the absence of handcuffs (factor d) could be viewed as the cause of violence. Rather, factor (d) should be viewed as the “cause” of violence only in the specific context where (a), (b), and (c) are also present. Thus, interventions to mitigate violence might need to address (a), (b), and (c), as well as (d).
qualitative research, by systematically looking at which events led to violence (‘process tracing’), allows us to separate causes and effects.\textsuperscript{15}

Of course, there are conditions under which large-n datasets can move beyond correlations. They can allow us to assign causality, if good ‘instrumental variables’ can be identified. However, even under such conditions, we need qualitative case studies. Instrumental variables can give us a good sense of causal effects (what is the effect of X on Y?), but not of causal mechanisms (how did X cause, or lead to, Y?).\textsuperscript{16}

Following this reasoning, the objective of the quantitative approach in this project will be to generate a usable large-n dataset, building on and supplementing existing datasets, which will allow for identification of trends in conflict types, forms and their impacts. Based on the empirical results of the quantitative work, targeted qualitative studies will be carried out to determine the causes of the most frequent and high-impact conflicts, and of differing patterns of conflict escalation and de-escalation.\textsuperscript{17}

It should be noted that there is another way to proceed. Sometimes, it is said that case studies are good at theory building, not for theory testing, for which large-n datasets may be required (Gerring 2007). Our use of case studies above is not conceptualized in this vein. As of now, we do not plan to move from case studies to datasets: rather we will proceed from datasets to case studies. Our contention above is that our large-n dataset will establish patterns and case studies will establish causes underlying such trends. For example, it is possible that large episodes of violence are concentrated in cities, not villages. If so, our case studies will be aimed at sorting out why this is so.\textsuperscript{18}

\textbf{2.3 How Are We Using These Methods?}

\textit{Tracking trends: establishing patterns of variance}

The large-n database will enable us to observe patterns of variance in the incidence and impacts of conflict at multiple levels. Identification of such patterns is not only necessary to answer the research questions posed in this study but also has serious implications for policy-makers who need to identify areas and issues most vulnerable to violent conflict.

\textsuperscript{15}This is particularly true for research on violence, where the direction of causality can be impossible to determine (see Barron et. al. 2009).

\textsuperscript{16}For details see Gerring (2007, pp. 43-48). See also George and Bennett (2005).

\textsuperscript{17}A second use of our dataset is also possible. We can test whether some existing theories in the larger literature – for example, the ethnolinguistic fractionalization (ELF) argument – are applicable to Indonesia. This is not the main thrust of our project, but if we are able to test some preexisting theories this way, we certainly will (see Section VII).

\textsuperscript{18}We are sure about this use of our dataset, but we remain open to the alternative methodological route. Our case materials will inevitably generate some theories of violence. If the elements or factors they identify as causes can be measured well, and if our dataset already has relevant information, we may also subject our theories to a large-n theory testing. Before figuring out what theories will emerge, it is hard to be certain about whether we will be able to use our large-n knowledge for theory testing.
First, we will consider *spatial variation* in the incidence and impacts of conflict. The design of the database will allow identification of patterns at the regional, provincial, district (rural *kabupaten* and urban *kotamadya*) and sub-district (*kecamatan*) levels. We will be able to ascertain which regions, provinces, districts and sub-districts have been the major sites of violence.

Second, *temporal variation* in the incidence of conflict will be traced across the eleven-year period (1998-2008). This will allow us to understand which regions, provinces, districts and sub-districts have moved from peace to violence (and to what degree) and *vice versa*.

Third, we will analyze *variation in conflict types* (religious, ethnic, resource conflict, etc.) and forms (demonstrations, riots, lynching, etc) across regions and across time. We will thus know which forms and types of violence have been prevalent where, and how forms and types have changed in different parts of the country.

**Nested case studies: theory building**

While the dataset will be used to identify trends of conflict in Indonesia, causes or causal mechanisms will be established by conducting targeted case studies based on patterns detected in the data. The project will adopt two case study approaches to determine the causes of violence.

The first, involves *matched-case comparisons*. Cases exhibiting different levels of conflict (high, medium and low) in the dataset, or showing different patterns of conflict escalation and de-escalation, will be selected after controlling for some factors that we will identify later to detect causes or causal pathways. Comparisons will be made at multiple levels (regional, provincial and district level) to allow for the identification of causal mechanisms. It is entirely possible that different causes or mechanisms are at work at different levels of the polity. This possibility cannot be theoretically ruled out.

The second entails looking at *within-case variation*. Variation of violence within a single case will be studied across time. For example, if a district exhibits an overall trend of high-violence but is not uniformly violent across time, the case study will be used to establish the mechanisms through which violence occurs at specific times in that particular district. For example, we know that Ambon and Poso used to be peaceful until horrific violence rocked the two cities in 1999. Over the last three years, Ambon has become quite peaceful, but Poso has witnessed a recurring pattern of violence, though

---

19 Further discussion of the qualitative components of the study is given in Sections IV-VI.
20 For the purposes of this study, we define a case as being a geographic area. For different types of analysis, cases will be at different levels – provinces, districts, sub-districts. Our choice for the unit of analysis will depend primarily on the level at which variation is observed. When we discuss within-case analysis, we primarily mean looking at temporal variations within a single geographic area.
not at the same level as in the 1999-2002 period. Within-case analysis can help identify why violence levels may have changed within each district over time.

Theory testing

The main purpose of this study is to build theory in order to ascertain causal mechanisms. Process tracing based on case studies nested in the dataset will make possible. However, as discussed above, we will remain open to the idea that our dataset may allow some preexisting hypotheses to be tested on a large-n template. Such hypotheses may be based on Indonesia-specific scholarship, or that emerging from elsewhere in the world. Depending on how good our newspaper-based dataset turns out to be, theory testing in this manner is conceivable.21

2.4 Quantitative Data: the ViCIS Newspaper Dataset

The main quantitative data source will be a comprehensive newspaper dataset that records all incidents of conflict (violent and non-violent) and violent crime reported in local newspapers for twenty-two provinces over the period 1998-2008.22 The decision to employ this methodology has been taken after considering the limitations of several other options. Household surveys are weak at measuring conflict incidence and impacts, as they tend to record perceptions of conflict and have a tendency to underreport because (violent) conflict is a generally rare event that does not affect all in a community. Key informant interviews, as used by the PODES survey, create perverse incentives to under- or over-report conflict depending on the expectations about how the survey results will influence policy decisions and resource allocations (Barron et. al. 2009). Furthermore, survey methods rely on the memory of respondents and are hence less reliable for recording the details of older incidents of violence, making it difficult to create time series data. A comparison of police, hospital and NGO sources with newspaper data also reveals that there is systematic under-reporting of violent impacts, especially fatalities, as police and hospital data only include cases that are reported to the police or victims who are admitted to hospitals.23 Furthermore, these records do not

---

21 See the discussion in Section VII.
22 For definitions of the concepts of conflict, violence, and crime, see Annex A. For a list of provinces, see Annex B. We include violent crime in the database, in addition to conflict (which is our primary focus), for three reasons. First, knowing whether there is a high level of deaths from violent crime is important in understanding the net human security impacts of violence. Studying violent conflict but neglecting violent crime would give a partial view of security impacts. Second, violent crimes sometimes play an important role in conflict escalation. Collecting data on violent crimes will thus allow us to study this aspect of escalation. Finally, there is a methodological reason, in that newspaper reports often make it difficult to determine whether a violent incident was the result of a conflict or a crime. Attempting to capture only violent conflict could mean excluding these incidents from the database, even though it may turn out that many such unclear incidents were in fact conflict. As a result, we wish to include all violence (including what appears to be crime).
23 A pilot conducted in Maluku and North Maluku compared deaths reported by newspapers, the police and healthcare providers between January and June, 2005. It found that newspapers reported 24 deaths, police recorded only twelve, UN Incident Tracking found 17 deaths, and the Maluku Interfaith Association
contain the level of detail that would allow for a distinction to be made between incidents of conflict and those of forms of violent crime such as assault and arson.

In contrast, the newspaper monitoring methodology has been shown to be effective in both high and low conflict regions (Barron and Sharpe 2005). UNSFIR showed that building a national dataset recording conflicts reported in newspapers was both possible and useful. Since August 2005, the local newspaper methodology has been used to monitor the Aceh peace process. Existing datasets have expanded our understanding of violence in Indonesia. Yet gaps remain. The new ViCIS conflict dataset will build on prior efforts in a number of ways.

First, the dataset will expand on current spatial and temporal coverage. The UNSFIR dataset contains data on conflict in fourteen provinces for 1990-2003. Data collected since then through World Bank studies and pilots have developed more comprehensive methodologies for recording conflict data but have focused on a smaller set of regions for shorter time periods. The new ViCIS dataset will expand coverage by collecting data from 22 provinces, which cover 341 of Indonesia’s 457 districts and 86% of Indonesia’s population, and by collecting data from 1998 to 2008 (BPS 2007a, 2007b). This will enable us to trace trends since UNSFIR across and within more regions.

Second, a larger set of sources of data will be used. The first iteration of the UNSFIR dataset collected data from national Indonesian newspapers. UNSFIR-II utilized provincial papers when it became clear that smaller conflict incidents were seriously underreported in national newspapers (Varshney et. al. 2008). Further studies, primarily based on sub-provincial level newspapers in lower conflict provinces (Barron and Sharpe 2005; Welsh 2008), demonstrate that provincial papers still miss certain forms of conflict: incidents of routine violence, such as lynching and land disputes, are reported in district level newspapers, but often not in the provincial media. An emerging conclusion about the Indonesian newspapers as sources of conflict data is that at different levels of coverage, newspapers differ in their perception of which conflicts are newsworthy. While large episodes of violence are reported by the national newspapers, lynchings are better covered in the district level newspapers (Varshney 2008). Our study builds on these findings by using an estimated 57 district-level newspapers in addition to 42 provincial papers. This will provide a more accurate count of conflict incidents and their violent impacts.

recorded only four deaths. Hospital records recorded only one death in Ambon, compared with the seven reported in newspapers (for Ambon). The level of under-reporting was most pronounced outside of the provincial capital (Sharpe 2005).

24 These include the KDP and Community Negotiation dataset (for Flores and parts of East Java; 2001-2003 – see Barron and Sharpe 2008), a newspaper conflict monitoring pilot in Maluku and North Maluku provinces in 2005 (Sharpe 2005), and the Aceh Conflict Monitoring Updates (2005-ongoing – see, for example, World Bank 2008).

25 For the estimated distribution of newspapers across provinces, see Annex B.
Third, the new dataset will improve on prior efforts by expanding the range of incidents included, and by developing a more detailed coding system that allows for more extensive disaggregation of data. UNSFIR-II, the most ambitious project to compile quantitative data on conflict in Indonesia to date, focused almost exclusively on large incidents of communal violence. The new dataset will also include local violent incidents between individuals and forms of violent crime. The coding system, developed for our proposed database, expands the analytical categories by allowing disaggregation of both violent and non-violent incidents, by conflict types (resource, administrative, religious, ethnic and political, etc.) and conflict forms (demonstrations, riots and group clashes, etc.). A broader classification of actors, interventions and impacts will enable us to capture detailed information about conflict dynamics in Indonesia.26

Phases of the newspaper study

While newspapers appear be the best source of data for mapping conflict patterns and trends in Indonesia, they are not without weaknesses. The study anticipates the following problems and strategies by breaking the data compilation process into three stages.

1. Addressing biases: media assessments

Before selecting specific newspapers for data collection in each province, exhaustive media assessments will be carried out to profile existing provincial and district newspapers. The staff of newspapers will be interviewed to assess the following:

- **Coverage.** Even if we use provincial and district level newspapers, it is likely that the reporting coverage will be uneven across districts and sub-districts. By compiling information about areas where each newspaper has permanent offices, permanent reporting staff and free-lance reporters, we will be able to: (a) select newspapers with the best regional coverage for data collection; (b) supplant a weaker-coverage paper with others in that region; and (c) identify the strong and weaker sections of our data, even if a newspaper with limited coverage is selected.

- **Accuracy of reporting.** Accurate reporting, especially as it pertains to assessment of impacts (deaths, injuries and property damage), is crucial for the validity of our data. It is likely that some newspapers do not emphasize accurate collection of facts prior to publication of incident reports. Gathering information about newspapers’ sources of information and their policy on fact-checking, will enable us to select newspapers with high standards of reporting and to establish how accurate our data is likely to be.

26 Bertrand (2008) has argued that expanding the range of incidents included will lead to a lack of analytic clarity, because the forces driving large-scale violence will probably differ from those leading to smaller-scale unrest. However, the coding categories employed mean that it will be possible to disaggregate different types of violence (large-scale communal, localized, violent crime, etc.). This will allow for consideration of the different causal factors and processes that lead to different outcomes; it will also allow for Bertrand’s hypothesis to be tested.
Reporting biases and censorship. There is widespread consensus that the press in post-Suharto Indonesia is relatively free. However, previous research shows that self-censorship in editorial policy due to the SARA legacy of the New Order or to prevent conflict escalation, and ‘envelope’ journalism, where newspapers are sponsored by certain local groups or individuals and become advocates of those parties, still exist (Barron and Sharpe 2005). Assessing the institutional and personal biases in conflict reporting is vital for ascertaining the accuracy of the dataset. Extensive interviews with newspaper staff, eliciting responses about not only their own reporting standards but about the reputations of other papers in an area, will help us evaluate the strengths and weaknesses of our data and how it can be analyzed.

Completion of archives. Aside from conducting interviews to gauge the accuracy of reporting, the media assessment process will also obtain an accurate count of all existing archives in every province. By aggregating this information from the field, we will be able to: (a) select newspaper with the most complete archives for the eleven-year period of the study, and (b) identify potential gaps in our data to help strategize how to overcome them.

2. Data collection and coding
Data collection and coding will be the most crucial parts of the quantitative study. Field teams will collect reports of conflict and violent crime incidents from local and provincial news sources and send this raw data to Jakarta. A standardized coding template will be completed for each reported incident and information about location, date, conflict type, form, actors involved, and violent impacts will be coded. The coded data will be subsequently entered into a searchable database. To ensure accuracy and uniformity of collection and coding, the following measures have been taken:

Training. A team of researchers has gone through a six-day training program to learn the concepts of violent and non-violent conflict and violent crime, as defined in this study, and how to map and collect data. A separate training has been conducted for the coding staff to teach them the nuances of the coding system developed for the ViCIS dataset.

Quality control. Given that the definitions of conflict and crime used in this study are complex, there are bound to be errors in the selection of articles in the field. We have developed systematic quality control procedures that will enable us to monitor the number of mistakes being made in the field in real time, so these can be corrected on an ongoing basis and additional training can be provided if necessary. Procedures will also allow us to identify the newspapers and articles that were

---

27 On ethnocommunal issues, the New Order government had a so-called SARA policy. SARA was an acronym for ethnic (suku), religious (agama), racial (ras), and inter-group (antar-golongan) differences. These differences were not to be discussed in the public realm.

28 For example, if a newspaper acts as a mouthpiece for a politician, it cannot be used for an accurate count of conflicts related to elections. However, it but may still be useful for reports on lynching, etc.

29 For the coding template and an explanation of the codes used, see Annexes C and D.
subjected to quality control in the field so that they can be re-checked for the reliability of the quality control procedures themselves. Ten percent of coding templates will be randomly checked for accuracy and uniformity.

3. Testing the accuracy of compiled data
After the compilation of the database, the final accuracy of our data will be tested by:
• Cross-checking the data with the PODES survey;
• Comparing collected data with the UNSFIR-II database for the period 1998-2003;
• Checking and augmenting the newspaper data with other sources such as police reports, court documents, and NGO reports;
• Comparing the quantitative newspaper data with results of the qualitative case studies; and
• Presenting results to peers for regular feedback.
3. Patterns, Forms and Impacts of Violent Conflict

A primary focus of the study is to describe the overall patterns and trends of violence in Indonesia today, and over the past eleven years. This will address several of the key gaps in our understanding of violence in Indonesia. The newspaper database will provide the most comprehensive quantitative description to date of patterns of violence across regions, and trends in violence over time.

3.1 Aims and Research Questions

In this component of the study we will seek to answer a number of questions:

1. What have been the cumulative impacts of violent conflict in post-Suharto Indonesia?
   • Patterns of temporal variation in impacts;
   • Patterns of spatial variation in impacts (in particular, is there a concentration of violence in a small number of regions?)
2. Which types of violent conflict have had the largest impacts?
   • Patterns of temporal variation in the types that have been the most frequent or had the highest impacts;
   • Patterns of spatial variation in the types that have been most severe (in particular, which types of violence are severe in which places?)
3. Which types of violence have the largest impact per incident (i.e. the most fatalities per incident)?
   • Patterns of temporal variation in the most deadly types;
   • Patterns of spatial variation in the most deadly types (in particular, which types of routine violence are deadly in which places?)
4. How does urban and rural violence differ? Do they have different impacts? Are their forms different? Are they equally deadly?
5. Which actors are most likely to be involved in violent conflicts, and in particular in the deadliest ones? Are there variations over time and space?
6. Which weapons are used most frequently in violent conflicts, and in deadliest conflicts? Are there variations over time and space?
7. What are the variations in non-violent conflict types and incidence? How is non-violent conflict related to violent conflict? For example, if there is more non-violent conflict, is there generally more violent conflict also, or is it the other way around?

30 The following list is not exhaustive. The database will also provide a host of other information (see template and codes, attached in Annexes C and D). Besides being of use to the current study, the dataset will be available for use by other researchers.
31 As noted earlier, the database provides information on immediate impacts of violence, such as deaths, injuries, and property damage, not on longer-term economic and political effects, which may be studied through other means.
8. What are the *gender dimensions* of violence? For example, what is the role of women as victims, and as actors, in violence? Are women special victims of specific types of violence?  

9. Who are the *victims* in the most violent or most deadly types of violence? How does this vary over time and space?  

10. Which *cleavages* most commonly drive violent incidents – ethnic, religious, tribal, political, or indigenous/local?  
   - Which cleavages are present in the deadliest incidents?  
   - Does Indonesia have what might be called a ‘master cleavage’ like the Hindu-Muslim cleavage in India, the Malay-Chinese cleavage in Malaysia, the Sinhala-Tamil cleavage in Sri Lanka, or the racial cleavage in the United States?  

---

32 Newspaper databases can not generally reveal much about forms of violence such as rape and domestic violence, due to both under-reporting and editorial priorities. Although we can not thus expect comprehensive or accurate data on violence against women from this database, it will provide some information on gender aspects of violence, which may be followed up through qualitative work.  

33 A ‘master cleavage’ is one which, for a whole variety of historical reasons, is a primary, if not the only, determinant of politics and violence.
4. Routine Violence

Routine violence is one of the most glaringly neglected aspects of the current scholarship. We define routine violence as: “frequently occurring forms of violence (such as the beating of suspected thieves, inter-village brawls, or fights over a plot of land) which are not part of a large or widespread conflict, and where the impacts of single incidents are typically low (less than five deaths)”. Such incidents involve local actors struggling over local issues, rather than large-scale mobilization by identity characteristics (such as ethnicity, religion or region).

Routine conflict does not have to be violent; it can take both non-violent and violent forms. Examples include demonstrations, protests, petitions and group mobilization. On the whole, such expressions of grievance are quite healthy for a polity. Freedom of expression in a pluralistic society is inevitably accompanied by such legitimate modes of politics. These non-violent forms should be separated from incidents of routine violence. Both non-violent and violent routine conflicts are important for understanding the dynamics of violence in Indonesia.

There are several important justifications for the study of routine violence. First, small but frequent violence can exact a big toll. Although fatalities tend to be limited in each incident, the total number of those killed through routine violence can be large, if such episodes are common or frequent (Barron and Madden 2004; Barron et. al. 2009; Barron and Sharpe 2008; Welsh 2008; Tadjoeddin and Murshed 2007). Second, such small-scale violence has serious systemic consequences. If some regions of a country develop a tradition of lynching – a mob killing a suspected culprit instead of handing him over to the police or administration – it impedes the growth of the rule of law. Moreover, if the frequency of such acts is high, it deadens popular sensibilities, arguably creating greater acceptance of large-scale violence as well. Finally, sometimes small incidents initiate a process that leads to huge conflagrations. Often, if not always, the starting point of a big episode of violence is a small clash between two groups or individuals. If we develop a better understanding of why small acts of violence occur, especially if such violence is frequent and widespread, and of which people or groups are in conflict in these forms of violence, we can perhaps generate a policy-relevant theory that can identify the institutions and strategies relevant to minimizing the occurrence or limiting the effects of such violence.

4.1 Aims and Research Questions

This component of the study will seek to answer a number of questions:

1. What are the overall impacts of routine violence in Indonesia?

34 For example, routine violence is not a focus of attention in the three most recent book-length works on group conflict in Indonesia (Bertrand 2004; Sidel 2006; van Klinken 2007a).
2. Which types of routine violence have the greatest impacts across the country?
3. Which types of routine conflict most often become violent, and which types very rarely become violent?
4. How does routine violence vary across Indonesia?
   • Are there some provinces or districts which suffer much higher impacts than others?\footnote{Regional comparisons of violent impacts will be conducted in both absolute and per capita terms. Each has its own merits for analyzing violence.}
   • Are these the same regions which also suffer from large-scale violence, or are these regions typically thought of as “low-conflict regions”?
5. How does violence vary between urban and rural contexts?\footnote{Understanding differences between urban and rural patterns of violence is important for theory, and for policy – especially as Indonesia becomes more urban, and given the ease of mobilization and escalation in urban environments, where heterogeneous communities compete over limited resources and often rely heavily on ethnic networks.}
6. How has routine violence varied over time?
   • Are some forms increasingly prevalent now?
   • Are others on the decrease?
7. Why do some areas experience high levels of routine violence while others do not?
8. Why do some areas experience particular forms of violence while others experience different forms?
9. Why do cases of routine conflict escalate into violence in some places (and at some times) and why not in other places and at other times?

4.2 Research Methods

All but the last three of these questions can be answered through the newspaper dataset. The previous section described how the ViCIS database will provide detailed information on the types and impacts of violence in Indonesia, and its geographic and temporal variations. However, the database cannot tell us why these patterns vary across regions and across time periods, and why some types of routine conflict very often become violent while other types rarely do.\footnote{Although comprehensive comparisons have not yet been carried out, several studies have indicated that patterns of routine violence do vary between regions. For instance, lynchings appear to be far more common on the island of Java than elsewhere in Indonesia (Varshney et. al. 2008; Welsh 2008). Similarly, Barron and Sharpe (2008) show how violent land conflict is much more prominent in East Nusa Tenggara province than in East Java.} No understanding of routine violence in Indonesia would be complete without attempting to understand variation in time and space, and the transition from non-violent conflict to violence. Insights into these questions will likely have significant policy implications, as Indonesia seeks to strengthen its peaceful democratic system in ways most appropriate to each local context.

A series of qualitative case studies will be used to understand these ‘why’ questions. Case studies will each focus on a particular type of routine violence, and will be
designed to understand variation in its impacts across regions (and, later in the study, over time within each conflict case). Case studies are needed for the reasons described above: large-n work can easily identify correlations but not causal mechanisms. Process-tracing within case studies will thus be used to identify causal mechanisms. Comparing a certain type of routine violence across locations will require obtaining information about local structural conditions (demographics, institutions, politics, and so on) that will not be provided by our newspaper database. Finally, we want to understand the transition from non-violence to violence, but non-violent episodes are not consistently reported by newspapers. Qualitative work is thus needed to explore why routine conflict takes different forms and has different impacts in different places.

4.3 Case Selection and Fieldwork

The first step is to select which types of routine violence will be studied. Our attention will focus on the three types of routine violence with the highest aggregate impacts across Indonesia. Based on the previous literature, we expect that types of routine violence such as lynchings, land conflicts, and gang fights may be among those chosen. However, a decision on which types to study will be made after the database produces a clearer picture of violence impacts and forms.

The next step is to select where we will conduct case studies. For each of the three types to be studied, nested case study comparison will be used, selecting provinces, districts, sub-districts, and individual incidents. Figure 1 lays out the plan. The strategy allows for comparative analysis at a number of levels to help identify causal processes at each.

Figure 1: Case Selection Principles for Studying Routine Violence

NOTE: V represents violent and NV non-violent.
Provinces

First, two provinces will be chosen for each type of routine violence we are studying, one with a high level of impacts and one with a low level. Efforts will be made to control for other factors as follows:

- **Levels of non-violent conflict.** Provinces will be chosen that have similar levels of non-violent conflict of the type being studied. In the case of land conflicts, for example, this means that we would select two provinces with similar numbers of land conflicts, but where the number of violent land conflicts is much higher in one. In the case of lynching, such identification will not be possible because lynchings are by definition violent. Because of this, we will use proxy indicators for factors that tend to lead to lynchings, such as the presence of theft, as a basis for selecting the control areas. (We are aware that this may be particularly challenging, given that newspapers tend not to report theft if it does not have a violent impact or when it is small in scale. As such, we will attempt to incorporate other data sources, such as police crime data, and local knowledge, to drive case selection).
- **Structural factors.** Provinces selected should not differ substantially across structural factors (economic levels, education levels, etc.). Which factors are most important will be determined later, with consideration to the type of routine violence being studied and the likelihood of structural factors being pertinent to it.
- **Reporting levels.** After conducting thorough assessments of media coverage in each province, we will be able to rate the coverage which our database provides of the news in each province (see discussion above). It would be misleading to compare rates of violence in a province with minimal coverage to rates of violence in a province with excellent coverage. Thus in order to be confident of selecting provinces with different levels of lynching violence, they should have similar levels of reporting.

Districts or sub-districts

Four districts or sub-districts will be chosen for each type of routine violence: two in the ‘high violence’ province and two in the ‘low violence’ province. As with the provincial selection, the districts/sub-districts will be chosen in such a way that controls for exogenous factors that might affect the (reported) incidence of routine violence. Where possible, we plan to choose neighboring districts to control for higher level

---

38 By impacts here, as we have already stated, we primarily mean deaths. For certain types of routine violence, other kinds of direct impacts (injuries or property destruction) may be more prominent, and hence become a basis for selection. Other indirect impacts—such as effects on the economy, psychological impacts, and so on—will be analyzed in the case studies. However, these cannot be used as a basis for case selection because we do not have quantitative data on them.

39 Media assessments conducted prior to newspaper selection will enable us to identify levels of district reporting.

40 Whether we choose to compare districts or sub-districts will depend on where intra-provincial variation is most marked. This decision will be taken later after we have analyzed the basic patterns of violence from the newspaper dataset.
factors that may drive variation. Comparative analysis of the four districts/sub-districts will help us tease out which of the factors leading to variation exist at the provincial level, and which at lower levels of geographic specification.

**Incidents**

Particular incidents of violent and non-violent conflict (V and NV in the figure above) will be chosen in each of the districts/sub-districts concerned. We will likely over-sample violent cases. The number of incidents to be studied will be decided later based on resource issues and the insights coming from early case studies. Case histories will be developed by the research teams. Within-case process tracing will help us understand why some became violent and others did not, and how these factors relate to the structural conditions present in each place.

In analyzing each incident, the following research questions will be useful:

- Why did the conflict become violent?
- Why did the police or other actors not prevent this violence?
- Did the police arrest the perpetrators?
- How do locals perceive this case and the way it was handled?
- What structural factors are connected to this case?
- Who were the actors, who were the victims?

**4.4 Comparative Framework**

The comparative framework outlined in Figure 1 above will allow for a number of controlled comparisons including the following:

- Comparison between cases with similar outcomes (high levels of violence) but different districts/sub-districts conditions;
- Comparison between cases with similar outcomes (high levels of violence) but different provincial conditions;
- Comparisons between violent and non-violent cases within high violence areas;
- Comparison of two districts/sub-districts (one high violence, one lower violence) within high or low violence provinces.

Selection of provinces and districts/sub-districts will be guided by one additional consideration. If the database has shown that a number of provinces or districts/sub-districts contain a particular concentration of violence, then efforts will be made to focus several of the cases studies on those areas. That is, locations for more than one case study – perhaps, lynchings as well as land conflicts – will be selected from those

---

41 Within the low violence district/sub-district in the low violence province, we will not do any case studies of specific incidents (violent or non-violent). However, fieldwork will be conducted to see what structural factors might be driving the lack of violence in this area.
regions. This will enable us to focus extra attention on these high-violence places, across the various types of routine violence.

Later in the data collection process (when earlier years of data are available), further case studies may examine temporal variation in routine violence within a particular geographic area.
5. Escalation of Violence

An extensive literature has emerged on large-scale violence in post-Suharto Indonesia. However, we still do not have a good theory for why the small sparks of localized violence and tensions erupt into the large fires of inter-group collective violence. Developing such a theory is important for understanding not only the deadly outbreaks of communal violence in the past, but also (a) the potential for small-scale conflict and routine violence elsewhere in the archipelago to escalate, and (b) the scope for intervention – by the government and/or civil society. If, with the aid of theory, we can understand how to prevent sparks from becoming fires, perhaps one can also hope for fewer and less deadly violent conflicts in the future.

Intercommunal ethnic or religious violence in West and Central Kalimantan, the Malukus and Central Sulawesi, separatist conflicts in Aceh and Papua, and the Jakarta riots of May 1998 have received the greatest attention of Indonesia experts. Initially most analyses focused on individual cases with few attempts at cross-case analysis. More recently, three scholars (Bertrand 2004; Sidel 2006; van Klinken 2007a) have written books on the broader issue of violence in Indonesia, examining multiple conflicts. Cross-case analysis has been used to develop frameworks to understand why different forms of conflict arose in different places at different times, concentrating largely on similarities in structural conditions that predated the outbreak of widespread violence.

This new work has undoubtedly enhanced our understanding of the specific conflicts and has pointed to general systemic factors, all largely a product of Indonesia’s post-Suharto transition. Yet the books also have a number of weaknesses that need to be remedied.

The greatest problem is methodological. None of these works is based on the idea of variation in research design. All have concentrated only on episodes of violence, mostly on large-scale episodes, and none systematically compares why violence occurred in some places, not others. Bertrand (2004) studies violence in East Timor, the Malukus and Kalimantan; Sidel (2006) focuses on the burning of Churches in Java in the early to mid-1990s, the violence in Jakarta, and intercommunal conflict in the Malukus and Sulawesi; and van Klinken (2007a) concentrates on riots in Kalimantan, the Malukus and

---

Sulawesi. Methodologically, the choice of areas in all three books are examples of ‘selection bias’. A good theory requires showing that the factors identified as causal in making violence possible were missing in places that did not experience violence. As discussed earlier, if we do not study peace and violence together, we cannot conclusively show which factors were really causal in producing either.

Three more shortfalls are worth noting. These problems mark Bertrand (2004) and Sidel (2006), but not van Klinken (2007a). First, the comparative work has not fully considered the processes of *escalation*, which turned existent social tensions into smaller-scale acts of conflict to large-scale episodes of violence. Second, the explanations have largely been structural, and hence often rather deterministic, focusing on demographic shifts, economic balance, and changing access to political power, and have underplayed the importance of the *processes* of mobilization. Third, there has been an overriding emphasis on macro explanations for the outbreak of violence in certain localities. Bertrand (2004), for example, concentrates on differential group access to power in Jakarta, and their role in the Indonesian nation and polity, to explain why the Dayaks, Christians and Muslims rose up at certain points. This sort of approach can explain why violence gets clustered around certain periods (temporal variation), but it cannot help us understand why violence has geographically specific locations (spatial variation).

For understanding the latter, we need to pay attention to micro or local factors in explaining violence (Aspinall 2008; Varshney 2002, 2008). Too often in the Indonesian literature, local-level conclusions have been drawn from national-level crises. Unless the local-national links are clearly established, such causal reasoning is flawed. A national-level crisis is, by definition, a constant for all localities, both violent and peaceful. It cannot explain both peace and violence. Logically, a constant cannot explain variation.

---

43 Van Klinken (2007a) does develop a ‘vulnerability index’ in order to compare the provinces of high violence to other provinces where large-scale violence did not break out. He identifies factors of rapid de-agrarianization and high dependence of the local economy on the state as important in differentiating high-violence and low-violence provinces. However, the focus of the book is not on establishing how these factors led to violence through a comparison of dynamics in high-violence and low-violence provinces, but rather tracing the evolution of violence in the high violence provinces.

44 For a more detailed discussion, see Varshney (2008).

45 Van Klinken (2007a) does concentrate on escalation, processes and local dynamics, the three points we make below. However, his primary focus was not to isolate causal factors in order to develop policies for conflict mitigation, whereas this project does aim to do so. Van Klinken discussed one aspect of escalation for each of five big conflicts: Western Kalimantan, Central Kalimantan, Maluku, North Maluku and Central Sulawesi. As a result, we learn how Indonesian violence supports Tilly and his colleagues’ conceptual categorization of the dynamics of contentious politics (McAdam et. al. 2001), and how elements of that theory can shed light on understanding violence in different provinces. But the lack of a comparative framework (even within high violence locations) mitigates against generating a broader understanding of why escalation occurs in some places and not in others.

46 Bertrand (2008) agrees with this point.
5.1 Aims and Research Questions

The second component of the study aims to develop and empirically test causal explanations as to why small-scale conflicts and tensions escalate into large-scale violence in some cases and not in others. This can be used to increase our understanding of (a) why the large outbreaks of violence in Kalimantan, Sulawesi and the Malukus occurred\(^ {47}\); (b) how they escalated; (c) what explains their timing, location, and the form they took; (d) the potential risk for escalation of local conflicts in other parts of Indonesia; and (e) potential areas for fruitful intervention by government, development agencies, civil society and the private sector to prevent future escalation of conflicts. Answers to these questions may also have applicability in conflict-prone areas in other countries.

The research questions are as follows:

1. Given large, systemic and sudden shocks (such as the fall of the New Order and the financial crisis), how and why do local conflicts escalate into large conflicts in some places, and not in others?\(^ {48}\)
2. In the absence of large shocks, how and why do local conflicts escalate into large conflicts?\(^ {49}\)
3. How, and by whom, are groups mobilized?
4. In both contexts, what explains variation in incidence, timing and form?
5. What potential exists for the escalation of routine violence across Indonesia into large conflicts, and which areas are particularly vulnerable?
6. What policies and projects can help prevent future escalation?

5.2 Research Methods, Case Selection and Fieldwork

Hypothesis generation

Given that more has been written on large-scale violence in Indonesia than on local conflicts, a first step will be to commission a literature review of the existing studies. The studies of particular conflicts and some of the cross-case treatments cited above provide in-depth chronologies, including of the actors involved, violence triggers and

\(^{47}\) Van Klinken (2007a) has studied all three of these conflicts. However, as discussed above, he has focused on commonality of outcomes (large-scale violence), not outcome variation (violence and peace), as a way to build his argument. As a consequence, we cannot test his argument with his materials alone, even if the argument is right.

\(^{48}\) We are interested in four different types of escalation here: (a) escalation from individual to group contention; (b) escalation from non-violent to violent conflict; (c) escalation in impacts; and (d) escalation of conflict forms and types, where less serious kinds of conflict change into more deadly ones (e.g. land to religious conflict).

\(^{49}\) This is particularly important to understand given where Indonesia is now. Economically, Indonesia has now fully recovered from the financial crisis (as measured in GDP per capita terms) and enjoys political stability not seen since the Suharto era. The recent global financial crisis could be a new shock, although current predictions are that Indonesia will continue to grow and poverty levels will continue to fall.
hypothesizes causes. From these, along with other studies of large-scale violence, and especially riots, from around the world, we will distill hypotheses on potential factors and causal mechanisms that may be associated with conflict escalation.

**Case selection and comparative framework**

Qualitative fieldwork will then be employed. The hypotheses will be developed and tested in a number of ways.

First, we plan to conduct structured, controlled and in-depth case comparisons of the sites of large-scale rioting (such as Ambon, Poso, Ternate, Sampit) with those that had very little violence (such as Manado, Palu and Yogyakarta). Controls will be specified later. Comparing the two will help elicit information on why violence escalated in some areas and not in others.

Second, structured, controlled and in-depth comparisons will be made of the sites of high violence (e.g. Ambon, Poso) with those that had medium levels of violence (i.e., locations where violence rose but did not escalate beyond a point, such as Medan, Solo, Kupang, Lombok). Again, controls will be specified later.

Figure 2 shows the types of comparisons that will be made. There are three hypothetical cases, consisting of large-scale rioting (such as in Ambon), medium-scale rioting (such as in Solo), and low violence (such as in Manado). The first kind of comparison involves comparing cases of large-scale rioting (the top line) with cases of low violence (the bottom line) for the first three months on the graph. The second kind of comparison involves the next two months of the graph (from month 3 to 5), where the top line keeps rising, while the middle line begins declining.

![Figure 2: Three different trajectories of violence: large-scale rioting vs. medium-scale rioting vs. low violence](image-url)
The analyses above will help identify the structural differences between areas that experience large-level conflict escalation and those that do not (or those experience escalation, but of a lesser extent). However, such analyses will not in and off themselves identify the triggers that led to conflict to escalate at a given point in time. A third form of analysis will thus examine varying conflict patterns within a case. This can help identify the turning points in conflict trajectories. For this, the newspaper dataset will be used to map patterns of conflict over time within a given geographic area. From this, points of heightened escalation can be identified (see the arrows in Figure 3). Fieldwork will focus on these points to see what was happening.

Cross-area comparison of such ‘turning points’ can then help us to ascertain the extent to which there are commonalities in the factors leading to heightened escalation.

Finally, some of some hypotheses derived from the literature and fieldwork can be tested statistically. The conflict dataset we construct will contain information on conflict outcomes (over time). It can also be used to understand how different incidents of conflict relate to each other – for example, if conflicts of a certain type (e.g. a lynching) at a given point of time tend to be associated with conflicts of a different type (e.g. an inter-group brawl) at a later point in time – and will contain information on process variables (how escalation began, how it did, or did not, rise beyond a point; which institutions or organizations intervened to stop escalation, etc.).

Other causal explanations may be more structural in nature, focusing on the social/demographic, economic or institutional conditions that tend to predict different

---

50 Doing such ‘process analysis’ is exceptionally difficult within quantitative datasets, even where information is collected continuously rather than at separated points in time. However, we think we will be able to do some such analysis. Separate conflict incidents within the database will be ‘linked’ to other conflict incidents through the generation of a ‘Conflict ID’. This should allow for some process tracing analysis.
patterns of conflict escalation. This data will not be captured from newspapers but will be taken from surveys conducted by the Indonesian Bureau of Statistics (BPS) such as PODES, SUSENAS, and various censuses. Section VII provides more information on how such statistical testing can be conducted.
6. De-Escalation of Violence

In Indonesia and beyond, there has been little consideration of processes of de-escalation after episodes of large-scale violence have taken place, or of the conditions under which remaining tensions can re-escalate into new outbreaks of severe violence. The fourth component of the study will seek to develop theory explaining variations in the success of peace stabilization in areas that experienced massive unrest, the factors that explain the re-emergence of violent conflict in some areas and not in others, and why ‘postconflict’ violence takes different forms in different areas. This will have implications for the design of postconflict programs and approaches in Indonesia and beyond.

Areas that have experienced large-scale outbreaks of violence are prone to the resurgence of violence. Collier et al. (2003) have demonstrated that there is a significant chance of violent conflict re-emerging in areas where civil wars have formally ended, within five years of war termination. There are a number of reasons for this: signing a peace settlement does not necessary mean that conflicting parties, who may still see advantages in a future re-escalation of conflict, have fully ‘bought in’ to peace; expectations over the benefits of peace may not be met; poor programs and policies in postconflict settings can create incentives for previously warring parties to pick up arms again.\(^{51}\) Conflicts also play a role in hardening identities and group cleavages, reconfiguring norms regarding the acceptability of violence in ways that take decades to overcome. Such factors, and others, can lead to the resumption of war in areas where peace agreements have been signed (Stedman, Rothchild and Cousens 2002).

‘Postconflict’ areas can also experience new forms of violence (e.g. Rogers 2007; Chaudery and Suhrke 2008; Fortna 2008). In some cases, the human security impacts of such violence can be as great as those experienced during the initial period of war (Muggah 2009). In El Salvador, Guatemala and Nicaragua, for example, homicide rates are now higher than they were during the conflict period (Waiselfisz 2008). In Indonesia too, such ‘postconflict’ forms of violence are also present. In Aceh, for example, the Helsinki peace agreement officially brought to an end a three-decade conflict between the Indonesian government and GAM, a rebel group. Yet while the peace process has by and large gone well, there have been rising levels of localized routine violence since the signing of the peace agreement (Figure 4).

\(^{51}\) See Muggah (2009) for a discussion.
Figure 4: Violent conflicts in Aceh: January 2005-January 2009

Source: Barron (2009)

In Indonesia and elsewhere, relatively little is known about the forms of violence that emerge after peace settlements. This has negated from an understanding of the factors that lead to violence re-escalation. Most of the cross-country quantitative analyses, which aim to give causal explanations resumption of war, have implicitly treated violence as a binary variable: the lack of the reemergence of full-scale civil war is seen as a success. Patterns of postconflict violence are inherently important for understanding the potential for war or large-scale violence to restart. Yet, they have not been adequately incorporated into theories for why war resumes in some places and does not in others; Tilly’s (1995) argument that understanding the ‘causes’ of war and its reoccurrence are less important than developing deeper understandings of the nature of postwar violence has, to a large extent, not been taken up by researchers.

Further, there has been relatively little study of how and why violence forms morph in postconflict settings, and how this negatively impacts on human security and stability (even without re-escalation to war or large-scale violence). Variations in the levels or forms of postconflict violence that have not escalated to full-scale civil war are not considered. In Indonesia, the treatments of the high conflict areas where violence has seemingly subsided (the Malukus, Kalimantan, Central Sulawesi, and now Aceh) have focused on initial actions taken to end the conflicts such as the Helsinki agreement (Aceh) and the Malino accords (Poso and Maluku). No-one to our knowledge has sought to systematically compare levels and forms of new violence and/or tensions since these conflicts peaked. Little data (quantitative or qualitative) has been collected to permit

---

Note that the Helsinki MoU was signed in August 2005.
such comparisons. This lack of postconflict data makes it hard to analyze how conflict subsides, takes new forms, and (potentially) re-escalates.

6.1 Aims and Questions

The fourth part of the study will look at issues relating to the de-escalation of conflict in areas that have been affected by large outbreaks of intercommunal violence in Indonesia. This involves mapping out levels of violence and/or tensions for a number of years after the larger conflict has ended and carrying out more in-depth work to understand how these different patterns emerged. The results will have implications for understanding preemptive and responsive conflict resolution strategies in postconflict settings, allowing for the generation of policy recommendations applicable in both conflict and postconflict settings.

The following questions will be addressed:

1. What patterns of conflict emerge after large-scale episodes of violence end, and how do these change over time?
2. What explains variation in the incidence and forms of postconflict violence?53
3. How do past patterns of violence shape the potential for conflict re-escalation down the line?
4. What is the relationship between patterns of postconflict routine violence and patterns of de-escalation?
5. Has the de-escalation of conflict in Indonesia acquired the properties of a permanent decline (a sustainable peace), or is there a real possibility of the reemergence of violence in some areas?
6. What policies and strategies can consolidate peace in both the short-run (the immediate period after agreements are signed or when conflict significantly de-escalates) and in the longer-run postconflict period?
7. To what extent are patterns of de-escalation similar in areas affected by intercommunal and separatist violence?

6.2 Research Methods

Quantitative and qualitative evidence will be used to answer these questions. The former will be used to identify patterns. This can then be used to select cases for more in-depth fieldwork.

53 This will include consideration of the different aid interventions, which may have contributed to conflict de-escalation (or which may have helped lead to new violence). This is particularly important within the World Bank given the emphasis on documenting lessons learned on different tools for postconflict areas (e.g. Kostner and Johnson forthcoming). Other work under the PCF grant involves evaluations to test the efficacy of reintegration programs in Poso and Aceh, conflict resolution training, psycho-social programs for traumatized conflict victims, and public information peace-building programs. Insights from these studies will help inform our analysis.
The quantitative dataset will be used to map violence by incidence, impact and form across those provinces that experienced high levels of communal violent conflict in the post-Suharto period: Maluku, North Maluku, West Kalimantan, Central Kalimantan, and Central Sulawesi.\textsuperscript{54} The key periods of concern are the years of high level violence and subsequent years. Importantly, both routine violence and large-scale violence will be included (although they will be disaggregated).\textsuperscript{55}

Such mappings will help us select areas for comparative study. However, in-depth fieldwork will be needed to understand causal factors that explain variation. For the escalation component of the study, many studies already exist, meaning that less fieldwork is necessary. In contrast, very little work on de-escalation has been done which focuses on recent years and the present day. Thus, it is likely that teams will need to spend a substantial amount of time in the field.

6.3 Case Selection

Cases will be selected to allow for a number of different comparisons to be made:
- Variations in levels and temporal patterns of de-escalation
- Variations in the extent to which new forms of violence are linked to old conflict-era forms
- Variations in the types of postconflict violence that emerge

Comparing different de-escalation patterns

First, within the sample of five postconflict provinces, we will look for variation in levels of de-escalation. Such variation might be in aggregate levels (e.g. to a certain level of violence) or in patterns of de-escalation (e.g. in the speed at which violence has de-escalated). Figures 5a and 5b illustrate. In Figure 5a, district A has seen a de-escalation of violence as has district B. However, the scale of such de-escalation differs, being greater in district B. In Figure 5b, in contrast, both district A and district B end up with a similar level of violence. However, the speed of de-escalation differs between the two, as does the extent to which it is linear, being faster and more linear in district B.

\textsuperscript{54} Aceh will be excluded from the initial analysis because of the different nature of conflict there. Likewise, our focus will not be on other areas that experienced only short-run violence, such as Jakarta.

\textsuperscript{55} In practice, distinguishing between large-scale ("big") violence and routine or small scale violence will not be simple. In many postconflict contexts, new forms of violence that emerge are often linked (directly or indirectly) to the initial conflict. However, our dataset contains a number of variables that should allow us to separate routine and large-scale violence, including conflict types, actors involved, and the conflict cleavage.
Comparing such cases—through in-depth fieldwork and, to the extent possible, a review of the case literature—can help in the development of causal theories for why de-escalation patterns differ.

Comparing levels of routine violence in postconflict settings

We are also interested in the relationship between routine violence and forms of violence that were prevalent in the conflict period. Even where aggregate levels of de-escalation are similar across areas, varying forms of violence may emerge in different places. Some of these may have direct links to the forms of violence prevalent during the conflict period, while others may be new.

The four hypothetical scenarios laid out in Figures 6a-d illustrate. In each, the shaded space represents the trajectory of the original, large-scale, violence, and the red line represents routine, small-scale, violence. All four figures show steadily declining large-scale violence, but four different trajectories in the evolution of routine violence. In Figure 6a, routine violence continues, unaffected by the decline in large-scale violence. In Figure 6b, both large-scale and routine violence decline, at a similar rate. In Figure 6c, the two rates of decline are different, with routine violence taking longer to decline. In Figure 6d, large-scale violence declines over time, but routine violence increases in its stead.
Comparing forms of routine violence in postconflict settings

Variation in the forms of postconflict violence present will also be considered. Figures 7a and 7b break down further the different forms of postconflict violence observable in two areas. In each, levels of violence remain similar but violence has taken different forms. Figure 7a shows a rise in vigilantism, while Figure 7b shows a rise in land conflicts.
Within case study analysis

Much can also be learned by looking at variations within cases in levels and forms of violence. The quantitative dataset will allow us to look for sharp rises and falls in violence over the postconflict period. In the qualitative cases, time will be spent identifying reasons why such rapid changes occurred.

Our within case analysis will focus on comparing periods of conflict escalation with those where conflict has re-escalated (after initial drops in violence). Figure 8 shows the pattern of violence over time in a hypothetical district. Comparative analysis of two periods (marked with arrows) within the same conflict can help in determining whether a recent period of violence re-escalation is a precursor to a future period of extended violence or whether the characteristics are different, with re-escalation a temporary blip. Within case analysis will also be conducted for periods of conflict de-escalation.
Finally, within case analysis will compare conditions after conflict de-escalation with those before the original period of violence. Are the factors which (we hypothesize) led to the initial violence missing or do they remain. (These will be identified in the component of the project on escalation). If these underlying factors remain, we can posit that violence may re-emerge again in the future?

6.4 Fieldwork and Analysis

Variation along these dimensions will be used to select a number of cases (to be decided) for comparative analysis. The level at which case comparisons will take place (province, district or sub-district) will be decided after we obtain information indicating the level at which variation is most marked (which will come from the database). Ideally, we will match cases at multiple levels (provincial, district, sub-district) to help tease out the factors at each level that contributed to differential trajectories.

Qualitative fieldwork will then be needed. As with the work on routine violence and escalation, structured comparisons will be employed. After cases are selected, in-depth fieldwork will then carried out to try to tease out the sources of the different forms of variation. When there, they will focus on a number of issues which may include:

- What are informants’ (villagers, leaders, conflict actors, government, etc.) views on why violence has declined (or not)?
- How have conflict actors reorganized themselves? Are their former networks still strong? To what extent are their identifies, and their positions in communities, still defined by the role they played in the conflict?
- What role have government policies and actions played? How did local and national government respond to the conflict, either directly or in providing belligerents with positions of power or resources?
- What role have aid and peacebuilding efforts played? How have they contributed to limiting/triggering renewed violence?
- What preexisting social networks exist? What cross-cutting relationships and institutions existed before the period of large-scale violent conflict, how were they affected by the violence, and how have they been reconstituted (or not)?

56 Other focus areas will be identified once the quantitative data is in. This will allow us to develop hypotheses that can be tested during the fieldwork. Relevant literatures that may also help in hypothesis formulation include that on social movements (e.g. Tarrow 1994), sources of revolution (Wolf 1969; Scott 1976; Skopkal 1994); the security dilemma (Posen 1993); the organization of violence and rebel movements (Kalyvas 2006; Weinstein 2007); institutional organization (e.g. North 1990; Fukuyama 2004); and broader work on the political economy of democratic transitions (e.g. Haggard and Kaufman 1995; Bates 2001).
6.5 Testing the Theory on Different Types of Cases

The analysis above will help generate theory on why violence de-escalates in different ways and what conditions make for sustainable peace in postconflict areas. Our sampled provinces were all sites of large-scale intercommunal violence. To what extent do the same factors and dynamics that lead to de-escalation and sustainable peace in these areas lead to similar outcomes in areas that have experienced other types of extreme violence?

This question has particular theoretical relevance. In much of the literature it is assumed that resumption of intercommunal violence has very different causes to those that lead to renewed violence against the state.\textsuperscript{57} This sounds plausible, but is it true? We plan to apply some of the hypotheses generated from the analysis above to the case of Aceh, where conflict between a secessionist movement and the Indonesian state led to over 15,000 deaths. The method and analytical steps will be similar to those above. The quantitative dataset will identify patterns of postconflict violence by area within Aceh. We will then look for variation in current violence levels, and in patterns of de-escalation. Fieldwork can help test whether the same factors led to de-escalation here as in the sites of intercommunal violence.

\textsuperscript{57} On the difference between ethnic wars and other violent conflicts, see Horowitz (1985), Fearon (2004), and Doyle and Sambani (2006).
7. Testing our Hypotheses: Links to Other Quantitative Data

As we have said above, we also remain open to the idea that the ViCIS study data can be used for econometric testing of hypotheses about what causes violent conflict in countries and what accounts for variations in violent conflict levels. A new literature on the micro-dynamics and foundations of civil war and local conflict has emerged in recent years. These studies look at the impacts of local social, economic and institutional factors in shaping violence propensity.\(^{58}\) One weakness of many existing studies is that the dependent variable (incidence or impacts of violent conflict) is poorly measured or collected at only one point in time. This is an artifact of the use of household or key informant surveys.

The newspaper conflict dataset will provide a series of dependent variables (presence of violent conflict, levels of violent conflict, presence of particular forms of violence, etc) that can be used for econometric analysis. The dataset will have limited data on independent variables. However, these can be integrated from other existing datasets such as SUSENAS, PODES and the Governance and Decentralization Survey.

As such, we expect that a final stage of the project will be to merge the newspaper conflict dataset with others survey datasets. This will allow for formal testing of some of the hypotheses developed from the case study work.

At this point we cannot determine what hypotheses we would like to test, and hence what variables we would want to merge into the dataset. However, areas of hypotheses are likely to relate to three areas: (a) social/demographic causes of violence; (b) economic causes of violence; and (c) institutions and violence. Independent variables may include the following:

**Social/demographic factors**
- Percentage of unmarried men
- Youth bulge: high or increasing proportion of youth (especially young men)
- Ethnic heterogeneity – ELF, with temporal aspect (changes in ELF)
- In-migration
- Season and temperature

**Economic factors**
- Economic shocks: national and local
- Changes in wages
- Unemployment, changes in employment levels (especially for young men)
- Changes in inflation
- Changes in commodity prices

\(^{58}\) See Kalyvas (2007) for a summary and critique.
**Institutional factors**

- Perceptions of governance
- Proximity to religious institutions
- Representativeness of government institutions (for example percentage of civil servants by ethnicity)
- District splitting (*pemekaran*)
- Changes in government after local elections
- Remoteness from urban centers
8. Audience and Outputs

8.1 Audiences

The project aims to speak to a number of distinct audiences. First, ViCIS will provide data and insights of use to policy makers in Indonesia. These will feed into Bappenas’s (the National Planning Agency) strategy for developing of conflict-affected disadvantaged areas. The study will be financed, in part, from funds from a joint World Bank-Bappenas grant from the Post-Conflict Fund (PCF), which aims to build knowledge of conflict in Indonesia, and to build the capacity of the state and non-government organizations to respond to it in effective ways. Counterparts from Bappenas will be involved in peer reviewing materials throughout the study to help ensure that the study contributes information useful to the government’s Medium Term Development Plan 2010-2014. Bappenas will be responsible for disseminating results and ideas from the study to other Government ministries.

Results will be fed into the drafting of the law on conflict management, which is scheduled to go to parliament in 2009 or 2010. With support from Bappenas, outputs from this study will be streamlined with the timeline of the drafting of legislation to inform lawmakers about conflict dynamics in every province and enable them to devise effective conflict management strategies.

Results will also be disseminated widely to local governments to strengthen their role in conflict management and prevention. These are increasingly important to promote conflict sensitivity in participatory planning process within the policy context of Bappenas’ support of the Musrenbang process. It is envisioned that funds for pilot project responses based on findings will be found from other trust funds, other donors, and government budget.59

Second, ViCIS will provide key information for development practitioners from aid agencies and national and international NGOs. The study will help these groups prioritize areas to work in, types of programs to finance and implement, and will give a broad sense of the extent to which “conflict programming” should remain a priority as Indonesia matures as a democracy. Findings will feed into the ongoing implementation of large-scale Bank-financed projects such as PNPM/KDP and SPADA that operate in many conflict-affected areas in Indonesia. Materials may be of use in building the capacity of facilitators and other project staff to understand, analyze and manage conflict in their areas.

59 Some donors, especially USAID, have expressed interest, as has Bappenas.
Third, the project will provide fresh insights to Indonesian and Indonesianist scholars and to the broader global community working, and writing, on conflict issues. The analytic approaches should help to contribute to answers to some of the key question on conflict in Indonesia today (as discussed earlier). ViCIS will provide key data and frameworks that will have applicability to understanding conflict, and how to deal with it, in other countries. In addition, our conflict data may be used by others to perform their own analyses. Materials will be published through international fora, and workshops will be held in Washington and elsewhere to disseminate findings. The project aims to help in the process of incorporating Indonesian materials into international debates and work on violent conflict.

Finally, the study also aims to build the capacity of local research organizations to conduct empirical policy-focused research. Large portions of the fieldwork will be implemented by partners. Local research institutes will assist in the quantitative data collection, while much of the qualitative data collection will be contracted to Indonesian social scientists (political scientists, historians, anthropologists), selected from local universities in sites chosen for case studies wherever possible. This will also help ensure capacity-building activities target organizations outside of Java.

8.2 Outputs

Given the diverse audiences for the project, outputs will take a number of different forms.

Policy briefing notes
Regular briefing notes will be produced summarizing data and analysis. Key target audience is the government. Briefing notes will also be produced for an international audience and will be disseminated through the World Bank’s Crime, Conflict and Violence team in Washington.

Working papers, journal articles and book
Working papers will be produced for each of the four research topics. There will be an emphasis on getting data and early analysis out quickly to help maximize usefulness for government and practitioners in Indonesia. At a later point, more conceptual and theoretical papers will be produced aimed at a wider audience. A book will bring together the findings from the study.

Conflict dataset
The project will produce a comprehensive dataset on violence in Indonesia. This will be on-line and freely available for conflict researchers, government, NGOs, etc. It is planned that the dataset will be maintained in partnership with Bappenas to ensure data is kept up-to-date when the project ends.
Workshops and capacity building

The project aims not only to produce good data and theory, but to build the capacity of local groups in Indonesia. Regular workshops will be held to disseminate and discuss data. Over time, it is hoped that funds will be available for targeted capacity building of local government and civil society groups to interpret the data and findings, and to plan responses.
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## Annex A: Concepts and Definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conflict</th>
<th>“A struggle over values and claims to secure status, power, and resources, a struggle in which the main aims of opponents are to neutralize, injure, or eliminate rivals” (Coser 1956).</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Violent Conflict</td>
<td>Includes all forms of conflict between individuals and groups that involve any form of physical action that has concrete consequences such as deaths, injuries and destruction of property, or which has a violent form.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Violent Conflict</td>
<td>Includes all incidents that involve: (1) the formation and mobilization of a group and (2) where the group travels to a location and delivers a demand for action or response.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violent Crime</td>
<td>Includes all violent criminal incidents that have not been coded as conflict. These include those illegal activities that involve any form of physical action that has concrete impacts such as deaths, injuries and destruction of property or that have a violent form. Crime differs from conflict in that there is no issue over which the parties are in dispute.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Escalation</td>
<td>The following will be considered in the study of escalation: Change from non-violent conflict to violent conflict. Increase in scale, i.e. number of participants, impacts, number of incidents. Escalation within incidents as well as across incidents. Escalation into large high profile conflicts. Escalation on a much smaller scale: from a demonstration to a few small riots with no deaths.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De-escalation</td>
<td>The following will be considered in the study of de-escalation: Change from violent to non-violent form. Decrease in scale, i.e. number of participants, impacts, number of incidents. Mutual resolution of underlying issues between parties.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Routine Violence</td>
<td>Frequently occurring forms of violence, which have low per-incident impacts (maximum five deaths) and which are not part of a large or widespread conflict. Such incidents involve local actors struggling over local issues, rather than large-scale mobilization by identity characteristics (such as ethnicity, religion, or region).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Annex B: Provinces and Estimated Distribution of Media Sources

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Province</th>
<th>No of Districts</th>
<th>Provincial Papers</th>
<th>Sub-Provincial Papers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aceh</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papua</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Papua</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Sulawesi</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maluku</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Maluku</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jakarta</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Java</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lampung</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Nusa Tenggara</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Java</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Sumatra</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Kalimantan</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Nusa Tenggara</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North Sulawesi</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yogyakarta</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Kalimantan</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West Java</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Sulawesi</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riau</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bengkulu</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Banten</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>341</strong></td>
<td><strong>42</strong></td>
<td><strong>57</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Annex C: Coding Template

#### Section 1: General

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>SK</th>
<th>dd</th>
<th>mm</th>
<th>yy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Coder Initial</th>
<th>SK</th>
<th>dd</th>
<th>mm</th>
<th>yy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source 6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source 7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source 8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incident ID</th>
<th>SK</th>
<th>dd</th>
<th>mm</th>
<th>yy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Source 1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source 5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source 6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source 7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Source 8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### Section 2: Common Facts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actors</th>
<th>Violent Impacts</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gen</td>
<td># killed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type</td>
<td># injured</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td># kidnapped</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td># sexual assault</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>?</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cleavage?</th>
<th>Total</th>
<th>Dam</th>
<th>Des</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gen</th>
<th>Loc</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interventions</th>
<th>Building Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intervener</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Result</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CF 1 or 2?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intervener affiliated w actor?</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other impacts</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interv1</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interv2</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interv3</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Weapon |       |       |       |

#### Section 3: Conflict

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conflict incident?</th>
<th>Conflict type</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Violent?</th>
<th>Conflict Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Org in riots?</th>
<th>Org by:</th>
<th>Notes:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Election related?</th>
<th>crime to conflict?</th>
<th>Individual Issue?</th>
<th>Change from individual to group issue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Related to another conflict in the province?</th>
<th>Conflict ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### Section 4: Pure Crime

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pure Crime Incident</th>
<th>Crime Form</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>b</th>
<th>Other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

#### Section 5: Common

| Incident Description |

| Coding Issues |

---
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Annex D: Explanation of Codes

SECTION 1

| **Coder initials** | Enter your initials in this field. |

| **Incident ID** | Assign each incident bundle a unique incident ID from the list of IDs provided by the Project Manager. For two or more events to be considered a single Incident and have the same Incident ID they must be driven by the same issue, involve the same actors and occur on the same date. |

| **Source info** | Enter the initials of newspapers (from the provided list) and date of every article attached to incident bundle. |

SECTION 2

| **Actors** | • Enter minimum one actor per side and maximum two actors per side.  
• If more than 2 actors involved on a side, or if three sides are involved in one incident, write this in the ‘Coding Issues’ Section.  
• If there is a clear pelaku and a clear korban, enter the pelaku in Side 1 and the korban in Side 2.  
• Each set of actors, or ‘sides’, should be coded for General, Type, Total and Women. |

| **General** | • At ‘General’, enter the code for the best description of the form of participant to the incident:  
1. Individual  
2. Group  
3. Institution |

| **Type** | • At ‘Type’, enter the code for the best description of who the actors are affiliated with, or acting on behalf of:  
1. Individual, group of individuals with no clear affiliation  
2. Group (warga, massa) with no clear affiliation  
3. Militias (ethnic, religious, martial arts)  
4. IDPs  
5. Government – elected or bureaucracy (civil servant or government body, e.g. courts, Department of Heath)  
6. Foreign aid organization/NGO (including employees)  
7. Indonesian NGO (including employees)  
8. Private company, contractor, shop  
9. Political party  
10. Ormas – secular societal group such as youth organization, PP  
11. Religious leader or group (Church, Islamic group, santri group, NU, JI). Includes preman-like groups which claim to be religious groups such as FPI  
12. TNI (Indonesian armed forces)  
13. Brimob (Police special forces)  
14. Police  
15. Separatist group (GAM before MoU, RMS, OPM)  
16. Trade union/workers group (formal or informal)  
17. Electoral institution (ie Panwas, KPUD, KPU)  
18. Students  
88A UNCLEAR  
99A OTHER (Explain) |
| **Total** | • Enter the total number of actors involved for every actor. Follow the following guidelines:  
  - IF ranges are mentioned, estimate numbers using the following rules:  
    - Beberapa-2  
    - Belasan-11  
    - Puluhan-20  
    - Ratusan-100  
    - Ribuan-1000  
    - Range (e.g 2-4)-lower number.  
  - IF multiple sources report different totals, use the LOWEST estimate (UNLESS the lowest is zero).  
  - IF revised numbers are published by newer sources, use the revised numbers.  
  - IF you have estimated a total from a range, OR if the difference between totals reported by multiple sources is more than 5, tick the ? box next to that Total. |
| **Women?** | • Tick this box if women were prominent in this set of actors. |
| **Cleavage?** | • Tick this box if you feel there may be a cleavage associated with this conflict. (See definition of cleavages).  
  If you tick this box, then enter codes for Generic and Local Cleavages. |
| **Generic cleavage** | • There is space for maximum 2 generic cleavages. If you detect more than 2, write this in the Coding Issues section.  
  • Enter the code for the generic cleavage you think is present between the two sides of actors:  
    1. Ethnic  
    2. Inter-Religious (Choose between several options, Muslim Christian, Muslim Hindu, Hindu Christian and Other).  
    3. Intra-Religious  
    4. Migrant-Local  
    5. Separatist  
    99A OTHER (Explain) |
| **Local cleavage** | • Each region may develop a set of locally relevant cleavage codes. These might be further specification of the generic codes (i.e. which ethnicities are in conflict, or which geographic regions), or they may be different cleavages to those in the generic list (in which case ‘other’ would be selected as the generic cleavage). Local cleavage codes will vary from region to region. List of local cleavages from your province are attached at the end of your coding key. |
| **Intervention** | • If some parties came to the scene of the conflict and attempted to stop the events in this incident, this intervention must be noted.  
  • There is space for entering up to 3 interventions. If you detect more than 3, write this in the Coding Issues section.  
  For each intervention, you must identify, the intervener, the result of the intervention, the conflict form (1 or 2) in which the intervention happened and if the interveners were also the actors. |
| **Intervener** | • For every intervention enter the code for the interveners from the following list:  
  1. Individual, group of individuals with no clear affiliation  
  2. Group (warga, massa) with no clear affiliation  
  3. Militias (ethnic, religious, martial arts)  
  4. IDPs |
<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Government - official, formal or informal (includes Village Heads, Camat, member of parliament)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Government – bureaucracy (civil servant or government body, e.g. courts, Department of Heath)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Foreign aid organization/NGO (including employees)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Indonesian NGO (including employees)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9.</td>
<td>Private company, contractor, shop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10.</td>
<td>Political party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11.</td>
<td>Individual political figure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12.</td>
<td>Supporters of political candidate(s) or individual political leader.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13.</td>
<td>Ormas – secular societal group such as youth organization, PP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14.</td>
<td>Religious leader or group (Church, Islamic group, santri group, NU, JI). Includes preman-like groups which claim to be religious groups such as FPI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.</td>
<td>TNI (Indonesian armed forces)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16.</td>
<td>Brimob (Police special forces)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17.</td>
<td>Police</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18.</td>
<td>Separatist group (GAM before MoU, RMS, OPM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19.</td>
<td>Trade union/workers group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20.</td>
<td>Electoral institution (ie Panwas, KPUD, KPU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.</td>
<td>Students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>77A NONE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88A UNCLEAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99A OTHER (Explain)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Result**

- For every intervention, enter the code for the result of the attempted intervention:

  1. Were contacted but did not come
  2. Were contacted but came late
  3. Came to the scene but did not intervene
  4. Came to the scene, tried to intervene but were unsuccessful
  5. Came, intervened successfully to stop the violence, made no arrests
  6. Came, intervened successfully and arrested parties to the conflict
  7. Came and took into custody the victim of violence
  8. Came and aggravated the violence

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>88A UNCLEAR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99A OTHER (Explain)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conflict form 1 or 2?**

- If two conflict forms were present in this incident, enter the number of conflict form in which this intervention took place. (1 or 2?)

**Intervener affiliated with an actor?**

- Tick this box if the affiliation of the intervener is the same as one of the actors. (e.g., if the conflict is between FPI and Ahmediyya and the religious leader who tries to intervene is also a member of the Ahmediyya but was not present at the scene before).

**Violent impacts**

- Before writing any numbers in the impacts boxes, read all sources that report this incident and all follow-up articles (attached) to ensure there isn’t any more specific information.
- In Violent Impacts, you should write information about both human and building impacts.

**Totals (Deaths, Injuries, Kidnappings, Sexual Assaults and Building Impacts)**

- For every type of impact, enter the total number following the following guidelines:

  - If it is clear that there were NO impacts, write 77A(NONE) in those fields.
  - IF no impacts are mentioned in any of the sources but you think there may have been some write 88A(UNCLEAR) in those fields.
IF impacts are mentioned in ranges estimate numbers using the following rules:
- Beberapa-2
- Belasan-11
- Puluhan-20
- Ratusan-100
- Ribuan-1000
- Range (e.g., 2-4)-lower number.

- IF multiple sources report different totals, use the LOWEST estimate (UNLESS the lowest is zero).
- IF revised numbers are published by newer sources, use the most recent numbers.

If you have estimated a total from a range, OR if the difference between totals reported by multiple sources is more than 5, tick the (?) box next to the Total of that impact.

**Female Victims**
- If it is not clear how many victims were male or female write 88A in corresponding fields.
- If you know for a fact that there were no male/female victims, write 77A in those fields.
- If you know the breakdown of the male-female impacts, enter them here.
- If you estimated the breakdown from a range or if the difference in breakdowns reported by multiple sources was more than 5, tick the ? box next to the male-female breakdown.

**Breakdown (damaged-destroyed buildings)**
- If it is not clear how many buildings were damaged or destroyed write 88A in corresponding fields.
- If you know for a fact that there were no damaged buildings (only destroyed) or that there were no destroyed buildings (only damaged), write 77A in those fields.
- If you know the breakdown of the damaged-destroyed buildings, enter them here.
- If you estimated the breakdown from a range or if the difference in breakdowns reported by multiple sources was more than 5, tick the ? box next to the male-female breakdown.

**Building Type**
- Tick all the buildings types that have been damaged or destroyed in this incident.

**Other Impacts**
- Use this space to describe any other violent impacts that you could not record in the other fields (e.g, burning of cars etc)

**Weapons**
- There is space for up to two weapons. If you found that more than two weapons were used, write this in the Coding Issues section.
- Enter the code of weapons used from the following list:
  1. Club/rock
  2. Knife/Spear/other sharp, cutting weapon
  4. Large Firearm.
  5. Firearm (but size not clear)
  6. Molotov/grenade/bomb
  7. Homemade weapon.
  8. Fire

77A NONE
88A UNCLEAR
99A OTHER (Explain)
### SECTION 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conflict incident?</th>
<th>• Tick this box if the incident is Conflict (violent OR non-violent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Conflict types</td>
<td>• For every incident classified as conflict you will enter minimum one Conflict Type and maximum two.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• If you think more than two conflict types are present, write this in the Coding Issues section.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• To assign a Conflict Type, enter the number of the Type and the letter of the corresponding Conflict sub-type (e.g. a Resource Issue over common Land will be coded as ‘1A’, Resource issue over private Natural Resources will be coded ‘1D’).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• If a subtype is not listed in our codes, choose the ‘OTHER’ sub-type and explain it in the space provided. (Write code 199A, 299A...etc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• If the Conflict Type does not fit in any of our types, enter 99A.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• If the Conflict Type is entirely unclear, Enter 88A.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Resource issues: ownership, access, and use
   - A) Land (common): owned communally or designated public use by the state or owned by individuals/families, private companies or the state.
   - B) Natural resources.
   - C) Man-made resources.
   - D) Markets, routes, customers, etc.
   - E) Access to jobs, markets, routes and services.
   - F) Commodity Prices
   - G) Pollution, environmental damage, noise
   - 99A) Other (explain)

2. Administrative issues
   - A) Tender related issues.
   - B) Corruption or misuse of government funds not related with tender issues.
   - C) Public services (quality of a public service, e.g. a education, healthcare utilities, this includes services provided by government and private institutions)
   - D) Other program implementation issues for government funds, including funding priorities and complaints about implementation or unaddressed needs, including subsidies.
   - E) Corruption or misuse of funds for non-government aid and development programs
   - F) Non-government aid or development projects that are not related to corruption of funds.
   - G) Labor-related (industrial action, complaints over pay, conditions)
   - H) Splitting of regions (pemekaran wilayah) or geographic border
   - I) Arrest or other law enforcement issue or legal procedure.
   - 99A) Other (explain)

3. Political issues and contests over position, influence and power
   - A) Government position a national level (e.g. National elections, calls for resignation of national MPs, President or Vice President)
   - B) Government position at provincial level (e.g. Provincial elections, calls for resignation of elected officials)
   - C) Government position at district level (Pilkada and legislative elections etc)
   - D) Government position at sub-district level (e.g. dispute over Camat appointment)
   - E) Government position at village level (e.g. Pilkades, BPD elections)
   - F) Position/influence/power within a political party
   - G) Position/influence/power of appointed government workers outside A-E
above, including civil-service and bureaucratic appointments
H) Struggle for independence/separation from NKRI, or special autonomy which
govern the province’s relationship with the central government (eg Aceh/Papua).
I) International issue.
99A) Other (explain)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4. Identity issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A) Ethnic issues (eg disputes over cultural attributes of migrants, name of district, monument etc)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B) Religious issues (ie attacks on Church for holding service or on gambling parlour, JI attacks ie Bali bomb)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C) Intra-religious (eg attacks on Ahmadiyah, enforcement of shariah)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D) Migration-related</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E) Migration and Ethnicity-related (use if the issue involves BOTH Migration AND Ethnicity)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F) Geographic (ie inter-village fight)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G) Gender related</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99A) Other (explain)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>5. Moral Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A) Humiliation/loss of face/offense</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B) Accident</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C) Debt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D) Theft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E) Damage to property</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F) Sexual indiscretion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G) Murder/Assault</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H) Gambling/Alcohol/Narcotics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I) Witchcraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>99A) Other (explain)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Conflict forms**

- For every incident classified as conflict, enter minimum one and maximum two conflict forms.
- If you think more than two conflict forms were present in this incident than write this in the Coding Issues section.

**Enter the code for the conflict forms present from the following list:**

**Non-violent**
1. Demonstration
2. Formal Delegation (delegasi)
3. Formal complaint or protest (formally aired through media, or by submitting complaint to relevant authority)
4. Dispute (squabble between parties)
5. (non-violent) Threat
6. Blockade
7. Strike (stop work)
8. Court case (group takes a challenge to court)

**Violent**
9. Riot: Group attacking and damaging property
10. Riot: Group (over 10, massa) attacking people
11. Group clash (over 10 or use of Indonesian terms – kelompok, massa)
12. Fight (small groups or individuals – beberapa orang)
13. Smaller Group Attack (many against one or two ie Vigilantism, beating of political
14. Terror-style attacks, where an individual or small group attacks people or buildings (i.e. attacks which are intended to cause fear, such as a bomb thrown into a crowd, or the Aceh grenade attacks)
15. Vandalism, arson
16. Assault / sexual assault (one-sided)
17. Sweeping/Forcible entry
18. Kidnapping
88A UNCLEAR
99A OTHER (Explain)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Violence?</th>
<th>Tick this box if you recorded violent impacts for this conflict incident AND/OR you chose at least one violent Conflict Form</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization in riots?</th>
<th>In case of Riots (Conflict Form 9 or 10) tick this box if there was any sign of organization, such as coordination, funding, leading by any individuals and / or organizations. Enter the code of actor responsible for organizing the riot from the following list:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Individual, group of individuals with no clear affiliation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Group (warga, massa) with no clear affiliation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Militias (ethnic, religious, martial arts)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. IDPs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Government - official, formal or informal (includes Village Heads, camat, member of parliament)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. Government – bureaucracy (civil servant or government body, e.g. courts, Department of Heath)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7. Foreign aid organization/NGO (including employees)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8. Indonesian NGO (including employees)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9. Private company, contractor, shop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10. Political party</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11. Individual political figure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>12. Supporters of political candidate(s) or individual political leader.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>13. Ormas – secular societal group such as youth organization, PP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14. Religious leader or group (Church, Islamic group, santri group, NU, JI). Includes preman-like groups which claim to be religious groups such as FPI.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15. TNI (Indonesian armed forces)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>16. Brimob (Police special forces)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>17. Police</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>18. Separatist group (GAM before MoU, RMS, OPM)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>19. Trade union/workers group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>20. Electoral institution (ie Panwas, KPUD, KPU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>21. Students</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>88A UNCLEAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>99A OTHER</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Election conflicts?</th>
<th>Tick the box provided if the conflict concerned an election. To specify the level of election, choose the appropriate Conflict Type 3.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Related to crime?</th>
<th>Tick this box if the conflict incident you are coding is related to a crime committed previously.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| Individual issue? | Tick this box if the incident was a purely individual dispute and not concerning a group issue. Tick this box if “the dispute concerns the ’status, power and |
resources’ of a central individual actor or small number of individuals and not those of the wider community”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change from individual to group issue?</th>
<th>• Tick this box if the issue changed from individual to a group issue within the same incident.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Related to other conflict?</td>
<td>• Tick this box if the conflict is related to another conflict in the same province.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conflict ID</td>
<td>• TO BE COMPLETED BY THE CODING TEAM LEADER after the template has been coded.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SECTION 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pure crime?</th>
<th>• Tick this box if the incident is a Pure Crime (make sure you haven’t entered any information in Section 3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crime form</td>
<td>• For every incident classified as pure crime, enter minimum one and maximum two crime forms.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• If you think more than two crime forms are present, write this in the Coding Issues section.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Enter the code for the crime form from the following list:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. Murder/Manslaughter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. Assault</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. Rape, Sexual Assault</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. Robbery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5. Deprivation of liberty (ie kidnapping)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6. Domestic violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>88A UNCLEAR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>99A OTHER</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SECTION 5

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Incident summary</th>
<th>Write a brief summary, 2-3 sentences, so that the reviewer can understand what happened without needing to look at the article. Try not to repeat too much information which is already coded on the template but do the following:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Identify specific actors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Distinguish between sides</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Explain sequence of events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Other important details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coding issues</td>
<td>• Note any problems you had choosing appropriate codes, or coding issues which arose, so that they can be reviewed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No.</td>
<td>Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>The Dynamics of District Governance: Forums, Budget Processes and Transparency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Dynamika Pemerintahan Kabupaten: Forum, Perencanaan Anggaran dan Transparenci</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Violence and Conflict Resolution in Non-Conflict Regions: The Case of Lampung, Indonesia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mobilizing for Violence: The Escalation and Limitation of Identity Conflicts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>More Than Just Ownership: Ten Land and Natural Resource Conflict Case Studies from East Java and Flores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Bukan Sekedar Persoalan Kepemilikan: Sepuluh Studi Kasus Konflik Tanah dan Sunber Daya Alam dari Jawa Timur dan Flores</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Crisis, Social Ties, and Household Welfare: Testing Social Capital Theory with Evidence From Indonesia</td>
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